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Nuclear network

� To produce chemical elements one needs to pass through
“deuterium bottleneck” p+ n↔ D + γ
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Deuterium bottleneck

� We saw that for each baryon there were ∼ 1010 photons.

� Binding energy of deuterium isED = 2.2 MeV (or TD = 2.5×1010 K).

� At T = ED 85% of all photons haveE > TD ⇒any deuterim nucleus
will be quickly photo-disassociated via D + γ → p+ n

� Production of deuterium becomes efficient when temperature drops
so that the number of photons with E > ED will be ∼ 10−10
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Neutron abundance64 3. Thermal History
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Figure 3.6: Numerical results for helium production in the early universe.

Step 0: Equilibrium Abundances

In principle, BBN is a very complicated process involving many coupled Boltzmann equations

to track all the nuclear abundances. In practice, however, two simplifications will make our life

a lot easier:

1. No elements heavier than helium.

Essentially no elements heavier than helium are produced at appreciable levels. So the

only nuclei that we need to track are hydrogen and helium, and their isotopes: deuterium,

tritium, and 3He.

2. Only neutrons and protons above 0.1 MeV.

Above T ⇡ 0.1 MeV only free protons and neutrons exist, while other light nuclei haven’t

been formed yet. Therefore, we can first solve for the neutron/proton ratio and then use

this abundance as input for the synthesis of deuterium, helium, etc.

Let us demonstrate that we can indeed restrict our attention to neutrons and protons above

0.1 MeV. In order to do this, we compare the equilibrium abundances of the di↵erent nuclei:

• First, we determine the relative abundances of neutrons and protons. In the early universe,

neutrons and protons are coupled by weak interactions, e.g. �-decay and inverse �-decay

n + ⌫e $ p+ + e� ,

n + e+ $ p+ + ⌫̄e .
(3.3.104)

We want to apply eq. (3.3.85)—nuclear statistical equilibrium—to this reaction. Assuming

that the chemical potentials of electrons and neutrinos are negligibly small, we have ne =
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BBN predictions confirmed

� Curves – theoretical
predictions of Big Bang
nucleosynthesis

� Horizontal stripes –
values that follow from
observations.

� Golden stripe – measured
value of η from CMB
observations!
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Dependence on number of neutrinos

Nν g∗
nn
np

Yp

1. 2.45421 0.148321 0.258
2. 2.90843 0.15189 0.263
3. 3.36264 0.15477 0.268
4. 3.81686 0.157159 0.271
5. 4.27107 0.159185 0.274
6. 4.72529 0.160931 0.277

Measurements of Yp have error bars ±0.008
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